Welcome to our new and exciting 2017 Catalogue

Welcome to our new and more colourful catalogue for 2017 which offers a more diverse range of quality spring bulbs at affordable and competitive prices in Europe and USA.

If you are seeking ‘bulbs of distinction’ for pots, rockeries, exhibition or the garden we are sure there will be something of interest for you in our comprehensive range of spring bulbs. We are pleased to provide a range of innovative and exciting new varieties for the avid gardener for 2017.

Many of our varieties are world class show stoppers, and of RHS awards of merit and also consistent winners at the RHS, AGS and The Daffodil Society shows.

We have many new exciting additions, with the added bonus of re-introducing some old time classics which are now Dutch grown. We endeavour to meet the needs of our clients, whether you are an accomplished exhibitor or simply wish to add some exciting flair to your garden.

Many of our bulbs are rare and exclusive therefore early ordering is recommended. Please be assured our bulbs are grown from cultivated stock.

In 2016 we had the pleasure of forming new friendships with fellow exhibitors and growers in USA. This proved to be a great success and we look forward to dealing with our USA friends for many more years to come, however we recommend that orders be placed early.

Choice Bulbs and Plants would like to wish you a very successful season

Kind regards

Frank Charlton

www.miniaturebulbs.co.uk
www.frankcharlton.co.uk
SEND FOR www.choicebulbsandplants.com CATALOGUE
Daffodil classifications & Colour codes

All daffodils are classified into one of 13 Divisions. The hybrid cultivars are Divs 1-12 and daffodils distinguished solely by botanical name are Div 13. There are also 6 main colour codes.

**Division 1** trumpet
One flower to a stem; corona (trumpet) as long as, or longer than the perianth segments (petals)

**Division 2** large cupped
One flower to a stem; corona more than one third, but less than equal to the length of the perianth

**Division 3** small cupped
One flower per stem; corona not more than one third the length of the perianth segments.

**Division 4** double
One or more flowers to a stem, with doubling of the perianth segments or corona or both.

**Division 5** triandrus
Usually two or more pendant flowers to a stem; perianth segments reflexed

**Division 6** cyclamineus
One flower to a stem; perianth segments significantly reflexed; flower at an acute angle to the stem with very short neck.

**Division 7** jonquilla
One to five flowers per stem; perianth segments spreading or reflexed; corona cup-shaped, funnel-shaped or flared, usually wider than long and fragrant

**Division 8** tazetta
Usually three to twenty flowers to a stout stem; perianth segments spreading not reflexed; flowers usually fragrant

**Division 9** poeticus
Usually one flower to a stem; perianth pure white; corona very short or disc-shaped; usually green and / or yellow centre and a red rim. Flowers usually fragrant

**Division 10** bulbocodium
Usually one flower per stem; perianth segments insignificant compared with the dominant corona.

**Division 11** split corona
Corona split – usually for more than half its length.
   a) Collar
   b) Papillon

**Division 12** other
Daffodil cultivars which do not fit into the definition of any of the other 11 divisions

**Division 13** species
Daffodils distinguished solely by botanical name. All species and wild or reputedly wild variants and hybrids

**Colour codes**
W - white or whitish
Y - yellow
G - green
R - red
P - pink
O - orange

When looking at a daffodil classification, the first number indicates the division of the daffodil – Div 1 is a trumpet. The first letters represent the petal (perianth) colour, which may be more than one. The next group of letters represent the corona colour which again may be more than one  eg Div 1 y-gw = trumpet with yellow petals green centre and white corona
New Daffodil Introductions 2017

We are delighted to introduce to European and U.S.A. daffodil enthusiasts six very exciting and distinct daffodils this year. The three large daffodils are all out of the ‘top drawer’ and bred by Brian Duncan and John De Winter.

**Camilla Clara Kate**
Breeder: Brian Duncan  
Seed no. 3207  Clouds Rest x Volcanic Rim  
3W-GYR  Mid-Late  
The breeding suggests nice colours in the cup. A smooth milky white perianth, corona has a sparkling red rim with yellow inners turning dark green in the centres. Affectionately named after our own editor of the Daffodil Society.  
£25.00 each

**Firebright**
Breeder: Brian Duncan  
Seed no. 3475  Solar Heat x Tropical Heat  
2Y-R  Mid Season  
Magnificent flower that Brian has championed for release. Regularly winning stands at the RHS under seedling number FL16mm, large and slightly facing upwards. Deep yellow round perianth with heavy substance. The cup is very neatly rounded with a slightly flared deep orange-red mouth. Already a big winner.  
£25.00 each

**Lemon Choice**
Breeder: Brian Duncan  
Seed no. 3503  Moon shadow x Lemma  
3Y-Y  Mid Season  
FL105mm smooth and strong round and broad. Aptly named from the lemon/yellow appearance. Upon viewing this I believe it the best choice of the division 3. Lemon yellow bowled corona with a smooth perianth.  
£25.00 each

**Spoilt Choice**
Breeder: Brian Duncan  
Seed no. 2899  Soprano x Lady Ann  
2W-P  Mid Season  
FL100mm wide. Forming a double triangle with a deep apple pink blossom cup, balanced neatly on the silky white perianth, strong grower and rapid increaser. Very successful on the judging bench. Many exhibitors are already in receipt of this new variety through error and are very impressed. The only thing they are awaiting is the name hence ‘spoilt choice’.  
£25.00 each

**Robustian**
Breeder: Brian Duncan  
Seed no. 3088  Benalign x Catalyst  
2W-YYP  Mid Season  
FL112mm wide. The pure white perianth is of very heavy substance on large strong stems. The corona is funnel shaped in darker yellow with a bright pink rim around the edges. Named for its growing habit ‘Robust’. Very Impressive size plants and Bulbs.  
£25.00 each

**Tea for Two**
Breeder: John De Winter  
Seed No.  N. Cyclameneus x Unknown Seed  
5Y-OOY  Mid Season  
Outstanding new triandus especially for those who appreciate true class. It produces two exquisite flowers per stem and can only be described as a classic. Should do very very well on the show bench. Ht. 10”.  
£15.00
Miniature & Dwarf Daffodils

A range of miniature (very small) and dwarf daffodils covering many divisions.

**Angel’s Breath**  5 y-y  N. triandrus x N. fernandesii  £2.50
Outstanding miniature with up to 5 pale yellow hanging flowers with deeper cups. A dream flower for pots, rockery and exhibition.  **Rare & Limited**

**Angel’s Whisper**  5 y-y  N. triandrus x N. fernandesii  £2.50
Brilliant Greenish-Yellow reflexed perianth and slightly flared cup shaped corona usually 2-3 flowers per stem.  **Top show flower**

**April Tears**  5 y-y  x N. jonquilla  3 for £4.50
4-5 neat hanging yellow flowers per stem which are neat and smooth. An improved Hawera with broader perianths. Show, pots, rockery.  6in **Quality**

**Baby Moon**  7 y-y  N. minor x N. jonquilla  10 for £3.50
One of the last miniatures to flower in May. The 2-5 pale yellow flowers are sweetly scented and best described as a smaller & neat N. jonquilla  Ht.6in

**Bebop**  7 y-y  N. rupicola x N. poeticus  £2.50
An outstanding miniature from Alec Gray. Lovely round smooth perianth in greenish yellow. Vivid yellow disc shaped corona with a lovely green eye. A great addition to any collection and **stocks are limited.**

**Bella Estrella**  1la w-y  5 for £3.00
Exciting new dwarf growing split corona with sparkling white perianth and crisp yellow split cup.  **Something different** for pots or garden. Apl 8in

**Beryl**  6 y-yo  £3.50
**Outstanding dwarf cyclamineus.** Primrose petals with a glowing orange rim to cup. Excellent for pots, rockery or garden. Early April. 8in **Limited**

**Bird Music**  1 y-y  N. Wee Bee x N. Jetfire  £2.00
New miniature yellow trumpet from USA. Golden yellow perianth and long frilled trumpet in a deeper tone. Dwarf. Pots or rockery. Early Mch **Limited**

**Bobbysoxer**  7 y-yo  N. rupicola x  3 for £3.50
A delightful Alec Gray jonquilla. Rounded butter yellow perianth and a neat deeper cup with **orange rim.** 1-2 flowers per stem. Pots, rockery, 8in **Rare**

**Camborne**  1W-W (Ales Gray) Early  £1.50
Long lemon coloured trumpet turning white at maturity

**Candlepower**  1W-W (Ales Gray) Early  £3.00
Opening light yellow then becoming totally white. In great demand.

**Canyon Wren**  12 y-o  from Mitsch USA  3 for 3.50
**Unusual daffodil** with 3-4 quality yellow flowers and bowl shaped orange cups per stem. Lightly scented. Show & garden  Late Mch  11in **Limited**

**Chappie**  7 y-o (Roberta C. Watrous) Mid  £5.00
Very strong orange in the cup, neat round perianth. Nice to see some lovely colour in the miniatures.

**Chipper**  5 y-y  3 for £3.00
**Outstanding,** 2-3 attractive lemon-yellow flowers per stem. Well reflexed petals. Excellent for pots, rockery or garden. A top exhibition flower.  Ht.9in
Miniature & Dwarf Daffodils cont.

**Clare**  
7 y-y  N. ruticola x N. poeticus  
3 for £3.50  
A lemon yellow slightly reflexed perianth and neat cup in golden yellow with **green eye**. Strong grower. Top class for garden, pots & exhibition. 7in April

**Curly Locks**  
7-Y-Y (Robert C Watrous) Mid  
£2.00  
Pale Yellow perianth but very rounded, corona is a darker yellow

**Dainty Monique**  
5 y-y (Bill Dijk) Mid  
£7.50  
Up to two or three flowers to a stem, flowers pointing down buttercup, yellow flowers.

**Double Itzim**  
4 y-o  the only double cyclamineus  
3 for £3.50  
Yellow ovate perianth petals reflex slightly and the frilled corona and interspersed petaloids are a light orange. Unusual & eye-catching. **Limited**

**Eaton Song (L)**  
12 y-o  early flowering  
5 for £3.50  
Long lasting dwarf growing daffodil which sends up secondary flowers. Yellow reflexed perianth with short orange corona. Pots & garden **AGM**

**Edgedin Gold**  
7 wy-y  from Steve Vinisky USA  
3 for £3.50  
3-6 unusual flowers per stem. Perianth milky white with vivid yellow broad band at margins. **Scented. Late April. Eye-catching and different**

**Elka**  
1 w-w  
3 for £3.00  
A **true miniature gem.** Milk white perianth and cream trumpet. Excellent in pots or garden. Long lasting and flowers from end of March. Ht. 5in

**Fairy Chimes**  
5 y-y  N. jonquilla x N. triandrus  
3 for £3.50  
Has 4-6 well formed hanging greenish yellow flowers per stem. As a result it is long lasting whether grown in pots or rockery. **Late March. 8in AM(e)**

**Flomay**  
7W-WP (Alex Gray) Late  
£3.00  
Nicely rounded white perianth with thin pink rim around edges of the perianth

**Fuco**  
1 w-w  
£2.00  
Best described as a white N. Minor. Nicely balanced creamy white dwarf trumpet. Quality flowers for rockery or pots. Early flowering. Ht.5in **Rare**

**Gambas**  
1 y-y  Alec Gray x N. asturiensis  
£2.00  
Vivid yellow perianth with corona slightly brighter. Resembles N. asturiensis but slightly larger at 35mm and of better form. **Rarely offered & limited**

**Gipsy Queen**  
1 y-wy  N. asturiensis x N. minor  
3 for £4.50  
A beautiful yellow perianth and fairly long white trumpet edged in greenish yellow. A true miniature daffodil for pots / rockery. Late March  Ht. 5in  
An ongoing **AGS favourite** and always sells out.

**Golden Quince**  
12Y-Y (J W A Van Der Wereld) Early  
£1.50  
Sport from Quince, canary yellow perianth with lemon yellow corona

**Hawera**  
5 y-y  
10 for £2.00  
One of the most delightful miniatures. 5-6 hanging canary yellow flowers per stem. Strong grower. **Outstanding for garden, rockery or pots.** Ht. 7in **AGM** A Best Miniature winner at the Harrogate Spring Show.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Yellows</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hummingbird</strong></td>
<td>6 y-y</td>
<td>Wonderful min cyclamineus in deep yellow with well reflexed perianth, neat long corona, mouth slightly flared. Pots/Rockery</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Itzm</strong></td>
<td>6 y-r</td>
<td>The well reflexed perianth is bright yellow with the long narrow corona in vivid orange. Eye-catching in the garden or pots. Mid March Ht.8in AGM</td>
<td>10 for £3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keats</strong></td>
<td>4 w-gyy</td>
<td>A unique flower which is best described as a double poet with unusual petaloides enhanced with a vivid green centre. May Rare &amp; Limited</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kidling</strong></td>
<td>7 y-y</td>
<td>Very small and neat Alec Gray x with 2-3 bright yellow flowers. Has an air of quality. Best in pots or rockery. April flowering Ht. 5in AGM delight</td>
<td>3 for £3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>La Belle</strong></td>
<td>7 y-yyo</td>
<td>2-3 rounded deep yellow flowers with shallow coronas in orange-yellow with reddish-orange rim. Wonderful pot at RHS Wisley. Scented. April Ht.7in</td>
<td>3 for £3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Beauty</strong></td>
<td>1 w-y</td>
<td>One of the best miniature trumpets with green-white perianth and bright yellow corona. A strong grower, good for pots or garden. March. Ht.6in</td>
<td>5 for £3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Becky</strong></td>
<td>12 y-y</td>
<td>2-3 flowers per stem, nicely reflexed with a narrow corona with the edges widening to frilled edged golden yellow. More like a pale yellow perianth that white, with a deep yellow cyllindrical or somewhat funnel shaped corona.</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Dancer</strong></td>
<td>1 w-y</td>
<td>Slightly reflexing perianth in deep yellow with straight yellow trumpet</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Darling</strong></td>
<td>1Y-Y</td>
<td>A very small jonquilla from NZ. 2-3 neat mid-yellow flowers per stem. The perianth is only 20mm wide with a neat frilled cup shaped corona. Apl. Ht. 6in</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Gem</strong></td>
<td>1Y-Y</td>
<td>A very small jonquilla from NZ. 2-3 neat mid-yellow flowers per stem. The perianth is only 20mm wide with a neat frilled cup shaped corona. Apl. Ht. 6in</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Rusk</strong></td>
<td>7 y-gyo</td>
<td>A stunning min jonquilla which has 2 yellow flowers per stem with orange cups and green eye. Pots or rockery. April. Ht.7in Consistent RHS winner</td>
<td>3 for £3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Little Sentry</strong></td>
<td>7 y-y</td>
<td>One of the most delightful small miniatures bred by Alec Gray. Small version of Sun Disc in vivid yellow with darker tone at cup rim. Apl. Ht.7in</td>
<td>3 for £4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medway Gold</strong></td>
<td>7y-y</td>
<td>Sweetly scented, one or two flowers per stem funnel shaped corona. Ht 6in</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Miss Klein**  
7 y-y  
3 for £3.00  
An exiting John Blanchard multi-headed jonquilla with 2-3 delicate yellow flowers per stem. **Top quality for exhibition or rockery.** April. Ht.6in

**Mute**  
6 y-y  N.cyclamineus x  
£1.00  
A pure yellow cyclamineus with long slender trumpet and swept back perianth. Excellent for pots, rockery or garden. **RHS & AGS wins.** March, 6in AGM

**Mityz**  
6 w-w  N.cyclamineus x  
3 for £4.50  
A true classic cyclamineus which matures to pure white. Similar to ‘Snipe’ but flowers a little later. Ideal for pots or rockery. Ht. 6ins **Popular with AGS**

**Paula Cottell**  
3 w-gww raised by Alec Gray  
£2.50  
A charming Div3 in milky white. The perianth is of strong substance and has a good overlap with a shallow bowl-shaped cup. Late April **Scented. Rare**

**Pencrebar**  
4 y-y  Intermediate  
5 for £2.50  
The only dwarf double yellow jonquilla. It looks like a miniature rose. Good for garden, rockery or pots. Early April flowering and lasts. Ht.6in Unusual

**Poet Hellenicus**  
Div 13  Mid  
£2.50  
Classic poetic colours shown in 2015 in the wifes winning championship stand for nine miniatures at coughton court highly recomended by lots of admires.

**Picoblanco**  
2 w-w  N.watieri x  
3 for £4.50  
A rare **Div 2 miniature** from Alec Gray. Quality pure white flower with neat cup. Does well in pots or garden. Increases well. **Top show** Late Mch. Ht.5in

**Pipit**  
7 yyw-w  
10 for £3.50  
2-3 pure lemon flowers per stem with cups turning to white as flower matures. Outstanding in a group planting or pots. April flowering. Ht. 9in AGM

**Pixies Sister**  
7-Y-Y (G E Mitsch) Mid  
£1.00  
3-5 Flowers per stem only 22mm wide. The corona is a nice yellow cup

**Pledge**  
1 w-w Little Beauty x N.cyclamineus  
3 for £3.50  
A true white miniature trumpet with star-shaped perianth and a well formed trumpet which opens cream. Rockery or pots. Strong grower. March. Ht.6in

**Rikki**  
7 w-y  N.watieri x N.poeticus  
3 for £4.50  
An outstanding flower with a flat creamy lemon perianth and a clear yellow cup with a green eye. Pots or rockery. **Top show winner.** April. Ht. 7in

**Roundita**  
7 y-y  (Leone Y. Low) Early  
£2.00  
Lovely classic div 1. Neat long trumpet with round smooth perianth created lots of Intrest when shown on facebook

**Sabrosa**  
7 y-y  N.henriquesii x N.watieri  
3 for £3.00  
Outstanding **John Blanchard jonquilla.** Usually 2 tiny smooth, bright yellow flowers with flat perianths and neat cups. Pots or rockery. 5in **RHS winner**

**Segovia**  
3 w-y  Our best all-round miniature  
5 for £2.00  
Pure white smooth perianth with bright mid-yellow cup. Excellent for garden or pots. Consistent show winner. **RHS - AGM & Wister Award 2004. 8in**
**Miniature & Dwarf Daffodils cont.**

**Small Talk**  
1 y-y  
5 for £2.50  
Early flowering golden yellow min. trumpet. A refined and superior form of N.minor. Good in pots or rockery and increases well. Late Feb Ht.5in

**Star Song**  
6 y-y J & I Frey Early  
£2.00  
Golden yellow cyclamineus. Strong reflexing with a cylindrical corona slightly flared.

**Sundial**  
7Y-Y (Alex Gray) Mid  
£1.50  
Resembles a smaller ‘bobbysoxer’ normally two flowers per stem

**The Alliance**  
6 y-y N.cyclamineus x N  
3 for £2.50  
Dwarf growing classic strong yellow cyclamineus with well swept back perianth. The corona is ribbed and has a lightly flared mouth. April

**The Englisher**  
6 y-y N.cyclamineus seedling  
£2.00  
True dwarf cyclamineus in vivid yellow. Long neat corona with the mouth narrowly flared. Early flowering. Pots or rockery. Rare & Limited

**The little Gentleman**  
6 y-y  
3 for £3.00  
A dwarf yellow cyclamineus in vivid yellow. Acute perianth segments are slightly overlapping. The cylindrical corona is slightly darker.

**Three of Diamonds**  
3 w-gwo Mary Lou Gripshover late  
£15.00  
Nicely round perianth with lot of colour in the cup. Deep green in the throat with a ring of orange around the edge of cup.

**Tiny Bubbles**  
12Y-Y (Brent and Becky Heath) Mid  
£3.00  
Normally two flowers, star shaped facing downwards, highly fragranced

**Toto**  
12 w-w  
5 for £2.80  
Up to 3 attractive small white star-shaped flowers with cream cups per stem. Excellent in pots, garden or rockery. Strong grower & lasts. March. Ht.9in

**Woodstar**  
5 y-yww G E Mitsch USA  
£2.00  
Outstanding miniature triandrus with 4-6 flowers per stem in soft lemon with well reflexed perianths. The smooth cup shaped coronas turn white at maturity. Top RHS winner and now at an affordable price.

**Xit**  
3 w-w N. watieri  
3 for £4.00  
A classic flower bred by Alec Gray. In pure white and of good substance with a stunning green eye. Top show winner and excellent for rockery or garden. Needs good drainage or pot. Popular with AGS. April Ht.8in

**Yellow Xit**  
3 w-y  
3 for £4.00  
The sought after colour break from Xit. Combines the glistening white perianth with a bright yellow cup and green eye. A very attractive flower and a consistent show winner. Flowers April. Ht 8in. Rarely offered

*Always plant blubs on a handful of sharp gritty sand*
Species Daffodils & Div 10

Species and wild or reputedly wild variants and hybrids. Div 10, bulbocodiums usually one flower per stem; perianth segments insignificant compared with the dominant corona – petticoat form.

**Asturiensis ‘Wavertree’**  
£ 2.00  

**Bulbocodium ‘Conspicuus’**  
Div 13  
10 for £ 2.50  
Very attractive funnel shaped corona is lightly ribbed. Strong Grower. Ht. 8in.

**Bulbocodium ‘Diamond Ring’**  
select. N.obesus  
5 for £ 2.50  
A recently selected golden yellow bulbocodium with large outstanding crinoline like flowers. Strong grower, pots, rockery or garden. Early Mch. 4in

**Bulbocodium ‘Golden Bells’**  
Div 10  
10 for £ 2.50  
An outstanding deep yellow hooped petticoat daffodil. A good strong grower and free flowering. Pots, garden and naturalises. March. Ht.5in  AGM

**Bulbocodium ‘Little Soldier’**  
Div 10 x obesus  
3 for £ 3.00  
Star shaped ovate yellow perianth with broad funnel-shaped darker yellow corona. Straight mouth. Late March. Ht.4in. RHS show winner. Limited

**Bulbocodium ‘Mary Poppins’**  
3 for £ 4.00  
Creamy yellow flowers and large mouth. Nicely named new from Carlos Van Der Veek. (New)

**Bulbocodium ‘Obesus’**  
£ 4.00  
Nice round yellow petticoat flower, short stems 5”.

**Bulbocodium ‘Oxford Gold’**  
5 for £ 3.00  
A very interesting new bulbocodium in vivid yellow and of a heavy substance. Smooth funnel shaped corona with mouth flared and frilled. Sweetly scented.

---

**Now exporting to the U.S.A.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-30 Bulbs</th>
<th>31-60 Bulbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$57.45</td>
<td>$86.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orders MUST be received by the 31st July  
any larger orders please contact for prices

This will include authorisation import fee plus postage and packaging to america
**Species Daffodils cont.**

**Bulbocodium ‘Spoirot’**  Div 10 x N.cantabricus  fol  5 for £ 3.00
Attractive greenish white flowers green centre and bright yellow stamens. Strong grower. Named after ‘Hercule Poirot’ Pots, rockery garden  Mch  4in

**Cordubensis**  from Serrania de Ronda  £ 1.50
2-3 small deep yellow flowers per stem with cup-shaped yellow corona. Slender leaves and stems. Excellent in the garden, pots or rockery. April  8in

**Fernandesii**  Named in honour of Dr A Fernandes  3 for £ 3.50
An outstanding form of jonquilla. 2-5 bright yellow sweetly scented uniform flowers. Does well in alpine house or rockery. Ht.6in Rare & limited

**Intermedius**  N.jonquilla x N.tazetta  3 for £ 3.00
A mass of beautifully scented mid-yellow flowers with the cups a deeper yellow. Almost evergreen. Dry sunny position. Late April flowering. Ht.10in

**Jacetanus**  A fringed ‘N. asturiensis’  £ 2.00
Named by Sir Frederick Stern. Mid-yellow perianth and trumpet shading to a striking green tubular base. Pots or rockery. Ht.5in Rare & Limited

**Jonquilla Sel ‘Twinkling Yellow’**  10 for £ 3.50
Improved jonquilla selection - Up to 5-6 golden yellow neatly formed flowers per stem. Likes full sun. Highly scented. April/May flowering. Ht.10in

**Jonquilla var Henriquesii**  from Torrao  £ 1.00
A special dwarf selection with 2-4 deep yellow flowers per stem with the petals incurving at margins. Pots, rockery or garden. Early Apr. 7in RHS winner

**Jonquilla ‘Stocken’**  N.jonquilla x N.tazetta  3 for £ 3.00
A delightful wild hybrid miniature with 2-3 tiny golden yellow flowers per stem. Strongly scented. Pots or rockery. April flowering. Ht.5in Collectable

**Johnstonii ‘Queen of Spain’**  3 for £ 3.00
An outstanding natural white trumpet. Regarded by many specialists as the best wild trumpet. Eye-catching wild form and colour. Late Mch. Ht10in

**Minor**  3 for £ 4.00
One of the smallest species yellow trumpets produced on stiff stems which do not droop. Rock garden or pots. Hardy and can naturalise. March. Ht.4in

**More and More**  £ 2.00
Delightful little yellow flowers, similar to Assoanus. New to the Catalogue.

**Moschatus**  from Pyrenees  3 for £ 3.50
A classic wild white trumpet with attractive twisted petal drooping forward. Dark green at the base. Good strong grower and will naturalise. April  Ht.8in

**Nobilis var Nobilis**  from the Picos de Europa  £ 2.00
Outstanding short stemmed trumpet with large horizontal facing flowers. Cream perianth with deep yellow trumpet. Naturalises April  Ht.6in Limited

**Narcissus Obsoletus**  from the Picos de Europa  £ 3.00
Division 13 wild variants, white petals with an orange corona.
Obvallaris  The Tenby Daffodil  10 for £ 2.50
Found growing wild in Wales. Classic bright yellow species trumpet. Long lasting flowers carried on a very stiff stem. Naturalises well. March  Ht.9in

**Ornatus Maximus (L)**  N.radiiflorus seedling  3 for £ 3.50
Glistening white broad perianth with a disc-shaped corona in greenish-lemon - moss green at base, a narrow deep red rim. Poeticus family. May  Rare

**Pumilus**  5 for £ 2.50
Small bright yellow wild trumpet which is elaborately frilled. Good for naturalising and increases well. Same group as N.minor. March  Ht.5-6in

**Romieuxii JCA 805 ‘Julia Jane’ group**  3 for £ 3.50
A quality selection from JCA 805. Clear pale yellow petunioiud with a large, long lasting wide corona. Good grower, alpine house or raised bed. Feb.  Rare

**Rupicola**  3 for £ 3.00
This is a very small species producing attractive mid-yellow round flowers with a neat flat cup. Outstanding for rockery, pots & show. Mch/Apr  3in

**Tazetta Aureus (L)**  originates from Southern France  £ 1.50
5-10 neat highly scented yellow flowers with darker yellow cups per stem. Dwarf growing. Best in well drained rockery or pots. Early flowering. This is a real pleasure to grow with such neat and long lasting flowers. Limited

**Tazetta Compressus (L)**  £ 1.50
Scented bi-coloured tazetta with sparkling white petals and deep yellow coronas. A large bulb which produces numerous stems each supporting many neat flowers. Grows very well in pots.

**Tazetta Panzianus**  £ 1.50
Wonderfully multi-headed; 5-10 small neat flowers with glistening white perianths and the balanced cups mature to milky white. Strong stems to support the many miniature flowers and should be more widely grown. Limited

**Tenuior**  N.jonquilla x N.poeticus  3 for £ 3.50
Attractive creamy white flowers with contrasting yellow cups and 2-3 per stem. Good grower in well drained rockery or pots. April. 10in  Rare, limited

**Willkommii**  mid season  £ 1.50
A delightful species. Slight but robust flowers are very dainty. 2-3 yellow flowers on thin stems. Does well in alpine house, troughs, raised beds. Ht.6in
Trumpet Daffodils - Div 1

One flower per stem. Trumpet as long or longer than the perianth (petals)
Exhibition, pots or gardens.

**American Shore**
1 W-P (Havens) Mid £ 2.00
Sibling of American Dream. Just as smooth with funnel shaped Corona.

**Barnum** (L)
1 y-y (B. S. Duncan) £ 2.00
A rich golden-yellow with a broad Ace of Spades shaped perianth and large flanged trumpet.

**Beaulieu** (L)
1 W-Y (B. Duncan) Mid £ 2.00
A very large golden yellow trumpet. Triangular shaped perianth with a well formed funnel shaped corona. A class flower.

**Belfast Queen**
1 y-y (C Postles) early £ 15.00
Bred from Fiona Mackillop and Queens Guard. Two well established white yellow cultivars. Approx 110mm and sun proof.

**Chanson**
1 w-p (B. S. Duncan) mid £ 3.50
A Loverly silky white perianth with light coloured pink trumpet seen and won at most shows (A nice flower for collectors)

**Charlie Connor**
1 y-o (AJR Pearson) early/mid £ 2.50
Loverly smooth yellow perianth with its glowing orange trumpet realy makes it stand out resembles Uncle Duncan but with stronger colours.

**Cristobal** (L)
1 w-y (J L Richardson) Mid 3 for £ 4.00
Quality flower with good contrast and a sparkling white perianth setting off a lemon trumpet. Winner at major shows and the most consistent in its class.

**Cryptic**
1 W-P (Jackson Daffodils) Mid £ 3.00
Big strong grower, one of the best in white pink trumpets, just over 100mm.

**Cutting Edge**
New 1 y-o (Clive Postels) early/mid £ 3.00
Very bright orange trumpet that looks nearly red with its light yellow perianth looks quite good.

**Disquiet** (L)
1 y-y (D Jackson) Late £ 3.00
A very smooth vivid yellow perianth with the cylindrical corona a slightly different tone and neatly frilled at mouth. Many wins to its credit.

**Early Choice**
1 Y-Y (B Duncan) Early £ 4.00
Already made its mark on the early shows. Will have many appearances at shows this year. Really good addition to the trumpet class.

**Empress of Ireland**
1 w-w (Guy L. Wilson) early/mid £ 3.00
A very large Divi. All white trumpet, one of Guy Wilsons Best. Over 60 years old and still winning shows, very scares good all white trumpet.

**First Choice** (L)
1 y-y (B S Duncan) mid/late £ 5.00
Bred from Francolin x Gold Bond. RHS winner in the Englehart as a seedling. Very consistent with deep colour, already a best in show.
**Trumpet Daffodils cont.**

**F-offs Way**  
1y-o (Ron a Scamp) early/ mid  
£ 2.50  
Another good large trumpet for the show bench smooth perianth with an orange funnel shaped corona.

**Glover Reef**  
YYG-WWY (AJR Pearson) Mid  
£ 2.00  
Lovely strong colours flared trumped with yellow edges.

**Golden Choice**  
1y-y (B S Duncan) Early/Mid  
£ 15.00  
Gold bond x impeccable sdlg 2733, This will impress the exhibitioners. All the flowers are showable, very few nicks. Won at Harrogate, London and The National has a seedling. Impressive career to date. Just look at the breeding for smoothness.

**Goldfinger (L)**  
1y-y (B S Duncan) Mid  
£ 3 for £ 3.00  
A superb yellow trumpet which is almost unbeatable. A lovely smooth perianth and a neatly frilled trumpet. The No 1 exhibition trumpet.

**Habit (L)**  
1y-y (Jacksons Daffodils) Early  
£ 5.00  
Has a lovely smooth vivid yellow perianth. The matching long and neat corona has an attractive frilled edge. A very good show flower.

**Highgrove**  
1YYG-WYY (AJR Pearson) Mid  
£ 1.50  
Big strong bio colour trumpet at 115mm.

**Jimmy Noone**  
New 1y-o (AJR Pearson) early/ mid  
£ 3.50  
Light yellow triangular perianth with a nearly straight long corona, starting light and getting darker orange at the rim.

**Jump Start**  
New 1y-y (Henry Hartman) very early  
£ 2.50  
A very early all yellow trumpet, smooth perianth with a funnell shaped corona with a flaired rim.

**Kittocthinny**  
1Y-Y (Dr. W. Bender) Mid  
£ 2.50  
Beautiful compact flower at 100mm with darker flared trumpet.

**Lancelot (L)**  
1y-y (Rathowen Daffodils) Mid  
£ 2.00  
A bright yellow trumpet of good size (110mm). A good strong grower which consistently produces quality show flowers. Very Limited.

**Lighthouse Reef (L)**  
1yyw-wwy (AJR Pearson) Mid/Late  
£ 1.50  
A large (100mm+) greenish-yellow perianth that deepens with maturity and a white trumpet with an ochre yellow rim. A top winner in its class.

**Majestic Gold**  
1Y-Y (M. S. Bradbury) Mid-Late  
£ 6.00  
Very rich yellow trumpet of immense size. Won best vase of trumpets at the late RHS at Harlow Carr 2016.

**Monks Wood (L)**  
1yyg-y (J Pearson) Mid  
£ 3 for £ 3.00  
Striking large lemon yellow perianth with a hint of green in the base. The cylindrical trumpet is slightly darker and neatly flanged at the rim.

**Ombersley (L)**  
1y-y (C Postles) Mid  
£ 3.00  
A very large golden yellow flower with a funnel shaped corona. Many top show wins and a must for major 6 or 12 collection class. Very consistent.
**Pebble Mill (L)**  
1w-w  (Clive Postles) Early  
£ 2.00

A rare large white trumpet – 115mm – from Clive Postles with a double triangle perianth which is balanced with a flared and cylindrical corona.

**Plymouth Hoe**  
1y-r  (Ron A. Scama) Mid  
£ 5.00

Smooth perianth with heavy substance, long funnel shaped perianth, bright orange to red colouring. Led to believe sun resistant.

**Pop’s Legacy (L)**  
1w-y  (R & E Havens) Mid  
£ 2.00

A broad ovate white perianth of heavy substance contrasts well with a broad lightly ribbed cylindrical corona in brilliant yellow.

**Rathowen Gold**  
1Y-Y (Tom Bloomer) Mid  
£ 1.50

Deep golden yellow trumpet, old variety. Stock in Holland looks tremendous.

**Royal Viking**  
1Y-Y (Mrs. J. Abel Smith) Mid  
£ 2.00

A large deep golden yellow trumpet with slightly darker coloured corona. Strong grower.

**Salcey Forest (L)**  
1yy-5y  (AJR Pearson) Mid  
£ 3.00

Very smooth of heavy substance, vivid yellow with funnel shaped corona.

**Sargeants Caye (L)**  
1yyw-wwy (AJR Pearson) Mid  
£ 1.50

A beautiful bi-colour with many wins to its credit. A very large smooth light yellow perianth and a long white trumpet with a yellow edge.

**Silent Valley (L)**  
1w-w  (Tom Bloomer)  
£ 4.00

Add its problems in the past with Basel Rot. But when its right it takes some stopping. Snow white perianth with long smooth trumpet. Lots of wins

**Trumpet Choice (L)**  
1w-y (B.S Duncan) See No. 2878  
£ 15.00

Fantastic breeding parents. Winning entries at RHS Englehart and many awards in Ireland. A big flower rated highly by brian. No straining and sun-proof, not to be missed.

**Trumpet Royal (L)**  
1w-p (B.S Duncan) See No. 2919  
£ 15.00

Already winner at RHS shows. With Chanson in the breeding, what else would you expect? Big round and vigourous with good colour.

**Trumpet Solo (L)**  
1y-y  (C. van der Veek) Mid season  
£ 2.50

Top quality yellow trumpet selected by the late Arthur Smith. Best described as a Goldfinger without the petal roll. A consistent show winner.

**Viking (L)**  
1y-y (BS Duncan) early/ mid  
£ 1.00

First seen this flower at harrogate about 4 years ago, quite impressive, wasn't out of place with the expensive boys. Very cheap for a flower. Not very many to offer.

**Wild Rover**  
1Y-R (B. Duncan) Mid  
£ 7.50

Strong grower with very strong colours. One of the best red trumpets on the market and now Dutch grown.
**Large Cup Daffodils - Div 2**

*One flower per stem. Corona equal or more than one third of perianth length. Exhibition, pots or garden*

- **Acumen (L)**
  - 2yyw-p (Jackson’s Daffs) late season
  - £ 5.00
  - An interesting new and colourful addition from Tasmania. The mid yellow perianth is smooth and sets off the glistening orange-pink cup.

- **Alto (L)**
  - 2w-p (B.S. Duncan) mid
  - £ 4.00
  - Pure white perianth with deep pink corona bowl shaped corona very smooth.

- **Altun Ha (L)**
  - 2yyw-w (AJR Pearson) mid/late
  - 3 for £ 4.50
  - Without doubt the best reversed bi-colour. Has a superb broad overlapping perianth offset with a well balanced corona. The No.1 show flower in 2012

- **Amalgamation (L)**
  - 2w-p (B.S. Duncan)
  - £ 5.00
  - New introduction in 2013. A large attractive show flower with a very broad flat pure white perianth and deep pink cup.

- **Amazing Grace (L)**
  - 2w-p (B.S. Duncan) mid
  - £ 4.00
  - Big white and pink flower over 110mm. A bowl shaped corona with a rich pink wavy rim, also Sunproof. lots of wins and awards.

- **Areley Kings (L)**
  - 2w-w (John S.B. Lea) mid
  - £ 1.00
  - A smooth and perfectly poised flower with a glistening white perianth. Also features a slightly fared corona with a green eye.

- **Ashton Wold (L)**
  - 2w-w (AJR Pearson) mid
  - £ 2.50
  - Of good size – 110mm – with satin smooth spade shaped perianth of good substance and a clear white. The neatly frilled cup has a green eye.

- **Banker (L)**
  - 2y-o (Jackson) mid season
  - 3 for £ 10.00
  - Very smooth and broadly ovate yellow perianth with a light orange corona. A must for the serious exhibitor and especially for 6 or 12 collections. This is now being offered at an affordable price and becomes a must have.

- **Bionic (L)**
  - 2y-o (Jackson) mid/late season
  - £ 6.00
  - A very attractive Australian y-o with a vivid yellow perianth and a well balanced and contrasting fiery orange red cup. Real addition to any collection

- **Bouzoukie**
  - 2Y-R (B. Duncan) Mid-Late
  - £ 4.00
  - Deep broad red corona and smooth round perianth, very attractive.

- **Burt House (L)**
  - 2w-p (B.S. Duncan) mid
  - £ 10.00
  - Probably the best 2w-p Brian has bred now grown in Holland deep coral pink corona. Too many wins to mention.

- **Brush Fire**
  - 2Y-R (B. Duncan) Mid
  - £ 15.00
  - Bred from Lennymore Ad Colourful. Both have fantastic colours. This is not different with wins at RHS shows on more than one occasion

- **Cape Cornwall (L)**
  - 2y-yyo (RA Scamp) mid/late
  - £ 3.00
  - A very consistent show flower with a large rounded deep yellow perianth and a yellow cup shaped corona with a neat red rim. Very Limited

- **Cape Point (L)**
  - 2w-p (B.S. Duncan) mid
  - £ 4.00
  - One of the largest at 125mm. An apple blossom pink corona and a silky white perianth. Lots of wins and a top show flower.
Large Cup Daffodils cont.

**Causeway Sunset** 2Y-R (D Turbit) Late £4.00
Round smooth flower with deep red corona, well established on the show bench.

**Carib Gipsy** (L) 2y-wwy (AJR Pearson) late season £1.50
An eye-catching flower with a broad rounded greenish lemon perianth. The cup becomes white with a broad band of gold at rim. Limited

**Darlow Dale** 2Y-O (W.A Norton) Mid £1.50
Deep orange corona which stands well on its smooth vivid yellow perianth

**Celestial Fire** (L) 2y-o (AJR Pearson) mid 3 for £3.00
A good sized flower (110mm) with golden yellow double triangle perianth. The funnel shaped corona in reddish-orange is lightly ribbed. Show winner.

**Chateau Impney** (L) 2y-o (C. Postles) Early/mid £2.00
Mid yellow perianth of good substance. The dark orange funnel shaped corona is also sunproof.

**Cherry Gardens** (L) New 2w-p (N A Burr) Mid £3.00
Well used show flower very popular, loverly formed white perianth with pale pink corona showing a darker pink rim.

**Claveley** 2W-YYP (C. Postles) Late £4.00
Dalmanach cross with a stronger stem and neck. Slightly flared corona, a good show flower.

**Colin’s Joy** (L) New 2w-gwr (C Crotty) NZ £2.50
Smooth milky white perianth with a shade of green and white corona, But the very bright orange/red rim makes this a very attractive flower.

**Coliseum** (L) 2w-yyo (B. Duncan) Mid £4.00
A very striking flower with a big smooth perianth and a bowl shaped corona with deep orange rings around the rim. Many wins to its name.

**Corby Candle** (L) New 2y-yoo (J Gibson) early/mid £3.50
A smooth pure yellow perianth of good substance which contrasts well with the vivid orange straight formed cup. Consistent and a prize winner.

**Corro bore** 2W-YYP (B. S. Duncan) Late £3.00
Funnel share corona with rich band of coral pink at rim.

**Creag Dubh** (L) 2o-t (JS Lea) mid season 3 for £3.00
The wide perianth is in shades of yellow-orange which combines well with the deep red corona which is slightly crenate at the mouth.

**Demmo** (L) 2y-o (D Jackson) Early season £2.00
A deep golden yellow triangular perianth with a long orange cylindrical trumpet like cup which is slightly flared mouth. Sun proof. Real value

**Discreet** (L) 2w-wwp (B.S Duncan) Mid £6.00
Very nice large flower with its precise pink edge around the corona. With a smooth perianth. Good show flower.
Large Cup Daffodils cont.

**Emerald Empire** *(L)*
*2w-gww (Havens) Late*  
£ 8.00  
A good sized flower (110mm) in pure sparkling white. The perianth is broad and is set off by a very neat cup and an outstanding green eye. A winner.

**Fashion Model** *(L)*
*2y-wpp (B.S.Duncan) Mid*  
£ 4.00  
Deep pink corona becoming white at base. The perianth is a brilliant white slightly reflexing.

**Finchcocks** *(L)*
*New 2y-r (N A Burr) Early/Mid*  
£ 2.50  
A well rounded flower with a smooth periant and bowl shaped red corona.

**Frilly Choice** *(L)*
*2w-wwp (B. S. Duncan) Mid*  
£ 3.00  
Ice Dancer x Graduation SDLG No 2870. This was released last year. Good Exhibition size. The attractive frilly corona that gives it its name.

**Gold Convention** *(L)*
*2y-y (John Lea) Mid season*  
£ 2.50  
A very large flat smooth golden yellow flower (110mm) and attractive cup in deeper yellow with a touch of orange. Many RHS wins. ‘Mr Reliability’

**Golden Joy** *(L)*
*2y-y (Tom Bloomer) Mid*  
£ 1.50  
Deepest golden yellow and very smooth. Still a great show flower for the Bench.

**Goldhanger** *(L)*
*2y-y (AJR Pearson) Mid*  
£ 1.50  
A lovely buttercup yellow with a velvety texture. The golden yellow corona is lightly ribbed and crenate at its rim.

**Gold Ingot** *(L)*
*2y-y (B.S. Duncan) Mid*  
£ 2.00  
Another deep golden yellow. It sometimes has little tinge of orange on the rim of the corona. At 110mm and very smooth, another cheap show flower.

**Goonbell** *(L)*
*2y-y (R A Scamp) Mid*  
£ 3.00  
With Altun Ha in its breeding it was destined to have class. Good size (110mm) and dark golden yellow throughout. Very smooth.

**Grand Choice** *(L)*
*2w-wp (BS Duncan) mid / late*  
£ 6.00  
2012 introduction. Stunning 4 star flower from Brian (120mm). Already a winner at RHS and Best Vase awards. Very consistent. Top show variety.

**Half Moon Caye** *(L)*
*2yyw-wwy (AJR Pearson) Mid*  
£ 2.00  
A very large flower with a greenish primrose perianth and a yellow band around the primrose corona. Another interesting colour combination.

**Hot Embers** *(L)*
*2w-gop (B. S. Duncan) Mid/Late*  
£ 4.00  
Alston x Soprano SDLG No 2580. Silk white perianth of immaculate form, the funnel shaped bright orange corona makes it a striking colour 2 famous siblings Lilactones and Sheesking.

**Hyperbole** *(L)*
*2w-r (B S Duncan) Mid*  
£ 8.00  
Brick red corona on a snowey white perianth which as the classic reflexing back form. If you want colour this is the one.

**Impecable** *(L)*
*New 2y-y (D. Jackson) Mid*  
£ 4.00  
This is what they call class, used by many of the breeders for its smoothness and form. One of the best in its class. Limited
Large Cup Daffodils cont.

**June Lake (L)** New 2w-gyp (B Duncan) Mid/Late £ 2.00
A very smooth and pure white perianth which is well overlapped. The bowl-shaped cup is complemented with a green eye and outstanding deep pink rim.

**Kaka Point (L)** 2w-p (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 5.00
Another great w-p from the Duncan stable, much like Burt House but a rounder perianth and slightly larger flower. Too many wins to mention.

**Lake District (L)** 2w-p (B.S.Duncan) Mid £ 5.00
Big broad flower with deep pink rim which fades away down the neck of the corona. (Sunproof)

**Lakeland Fair (L)** 2w-gpp (M Baxter) Mid £ 10.00
An outstanding show flower. The very smooth white perianth highlights the mid pink funnel-shaped corona and green eye. Very limited

**Lennymore (L)** 2y-r (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 2.00
Good overlapping perianth in golden yellow with a deep red bowlied shaded corona. A good show flower.

**Lilac Tones (L)** 2w-p (B S Duncan) mid/late £ 8.00
This is a very large flower (120mm) with a smooth overlapping white perianth and lilac-pink cup changing to a rim at maturity. Consistent winner especially in collection classes.

**Montroig (L)** 2w-yyq (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 5.00
A 125mm this is a very large flower, with very dark band of pink surrounding the light yellow inner corona.

**Narrative (L)** 2w-p (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 4.00
Used by the breeder a lot in his many collections he entered at RHS shows and its never let him down. Big, round, strong stems with a lovely broad corona. Lots of wins.

**New Dawn (L)** 2y-p (John S B Lea) Late season £ 5.00
An attractive flower with a very smooth soft creamy yellow perianth and funnel-shaped corona in an eye-catching salmon pink. Limited

**Nynja (L)** 2y-y (Jacksons Daffodils) mid / late £ 5.00
An attractive flower from ‘down under’ in shades of butter yellow. The corona is a neat shape and a slightly darker yellow. Limited

**Oregon Snow (L)** 2w-w (Havens USA) Mid £ 1.50
Glistening white and of good substance. The rounded perianth is offset by a well balanced slightly flared cup. Strong grower. Many USA / UK wins

**Pacific Rim (L)** 2y-yyr (G E Mitsch USA) Mid £ 3.00
A quality flower with a smooth clear yellow perianth and corona with an orange red rim. Not the largest flower but it sparkles and has many wins.

**Palace Pink** 2W-P (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 4.00
Very large pink at 115mm, smooth perianth with a rich pink corona. Sunproof

**Pol Crocan (L)** New 2w-p (JSB Lea) mid season £ 3.00
Large (111mm) rounded flower with pure white deeply overlapping perianth. The pink corona has a slightly flared mouth.
Large Cup Daffodils cont.

**Ringleader**
2W-YYO (H.K. Richardson)  Late  £ 2.00
Broad band of orange round the edge of the corona, making it sparkle

**River Queen (L)**
2w-w  (W G Pannill)  Mid season  £ 2.00
A top quality flower from the USA. Good size (105mm) and consistent. Sparkling white smooth perianth and long neat cup. Many awards. Limited

**Rode Hoed (L)**
2y-r  (P. Ramsey)  Late  £ 15.00
The name is Dutch for ‘Red Hat’. Very smooth with a deep red corona. At 110mm this is a decent size flower.

**Roma Aroma (L)**
2w-gpp (BS Duncan)  mid / late  £ 5.00
2012 introduction. Already RHS prize winner with its outstanding coral pink funnel shaped corona and glistening white perianth. Top Quality.

**Sea Legend (L)**
2w-w  (David Jackson)  Mid  £ 5.00
A lovely smooth pure white perianth and matching cylindrical corona. Does well in its class with many wins including Harrogate. Very limited

**Silent Pink (L)**
2w-p  (Havens)  Mid  £ 2.00
Pure white perianth with a pink corona. Regular size at 100mm but seen in the fields of holland a lot larger.

**Special Envoy (L)**
2y-y  (F C Postles) Early/Mid season  £ 2.00
An excellent and consistent all yellow flower of good size. The perianth is broad and very smooth and funnel shaped corona neatly flared. Many wins

**Spring Sunset (L)**
2y-r  (B S Duncan)  Mid  £ 5.00
Lovely lemon yellow perianth with a light apple pink corona. (Sunproof)

**Treasure Hunt (L)**
2y-gyy  (B S Duncan)  late  £ 5.00
Just as the name says, this is a ‘treasure’. in the cooler climate the corona would be more on the orange side with a darker green eye.

**Tropical Heat (L)**
2y-r  (B S Duncan)  mid  £ 5.00
With its deep golden and smooth perianth and its deep red funnel shaped corona. Looks very good.

**Unchanged Melody**
2W-Y (R.E Havens)  Mid  £ 5.00
Ivory white perianth with funnel shaped corona. Smooth amber yellow with band of apricot pink at base

**White Tea**
2W-W  (Clive Postles)  Mid  £ 1.50
Smooth perianth with funnels shaped corona

**Wyong**
1W-Y  (D Jackson)  Mid  £ 15.00
Almost a div 1 clear milky white perianth with a flared nearly yellow trumpet. Another special from Australia

**Zwynner**
2YYW-P  (B Duncan)  Mid  £ 4.00
Salmon pink corona with lemon yellow perianth. Very smooth also sun-proof
**Small Cup Daffodils - Div 3**

*One flower to a stem, corona not more than one third the length of the perianth. Exhibition, pots or garden.*

**Accomplice**
- **3W-Y (B. S. Duncan) Mid**
- £4.00
  - One of the largest division 3 at 130mm. A lemon yellow corona on milky white perianth.

**Aircastle (L)**
- **3W-Y (G. E. Mitsch USA) mid**
- £5 for £4.00
  - Still the No 1 in its class with consistent wins at all major shows. A large smooth white perianth with an attractive ruffled lemon cup.

**All Rounder**
- **3Y-R (B. S. Duncan) Late**
- £4.00
  - Buttercup yellow perianth with fire red bowl shaped corona.

**Angel Face (L)**
- **3W-YO (AJR Pearson) mid/late season**
- £2.00
  - Nice neat rounded flower with a yellow bowl corona, a light oranges rim round the edge.

**Armidale (L)**
- **3g-w-y (B.S. Duncan) late**
- £3.00
  - At 115mm it has a lovely silky smooth yellow perianth. With a nice smooth orange cup. (Show Stopper)

**Astrids Memory (L)**
- **New 3W-Y (Clive Postles) mid season**
- £12.00
  - Starting to prove itself now on the show bench with lots of wins. Pure white rounded perianth with a lovely tidy yellow cup for a corona. Limited

**Badan Loch**
- **3W-YYO (John S B Lea) Mid-Late**
- £3.00
  - Broad band of orange at the mouth of the corona with light yellow in the inner bowl.

**Badbury Rings (L)**
- **3y-wyr (J Blanchard) mid**
- £2.00
  - Very smooth yellow perianth and a shallow bowl-shaped yellow corona with an attractive delicate red rim. Many wins to its credit and a quality flower.

**Beautiful Dream (L)**
- **3W-W (G E Mitsch) late**
- £2.50
  - Top quality flower from USA. Very broad, ovate and smooth white perianth. Funnel-shaped frilled cup opens ivory turning white. Top show winner.

**Best Friend**
- **3Y-WYO (Clive Postles) Mid**
- £4.00
  - Light yellow perianth with a slightly darker cup and faint rim of orange.

**Carole Lombard (L)**
- **3W-YYO (C Postles) late**
- £2.00
  - The purest of white perianths with excellent show qualities. The lovely yellow bowl-shaped corona is slightly ribbed and has a broad orange band at rim.

**Citronita (L)**
- **New 3y-w (W.A. Norton) Mid**
- £5.00
  - Perianth is a lighter shade of yellow to the darker yellow cup, but smooth many wins to date.

**Cool Crystal (L)**
- **3W-GWW (G E Mitsch) mid**
- £4.00
  - A top class sparkling white Div 3. A must for all serious exhibitors especially in collection classes. Is becoming a classic show flower.

**Demenour**
- **3W-P (B.S. Duncan) Mid-Late**
- £4.00
  - Bowl shaped corona in coral pink with white double triangle perianth.
**Small Cup Daffodils cont.**

**Dunskey** (L) 3w-r (B.S. Duncan) mid season £ 2.50
Notes say it resembles “Rockhall”, do we need to say anymore, Pure white perianth with a deep red bowled cup

**Dr Hugh** (L) 3w-r (B.S. Duncan) mid/Late £ 3.00
Probable one of the most shown flowers to date testimony to its silky class form, just brilliant. Very Limited

**Engagement Ring** (L) 3w-wwy (Mitch) Late £ 5.00
Lovely smooth white perianth with lemon rim running around disc shaped cup.

**Eyeglass** 3W-P (B. S. Duncan) Late £ 1.00
Bowl shaped corona in shades of lilac, smooth and round.

**Flying High** (L) 3w-yyyy (G.W. Brogden)(NZ) Late £ 2.00
Silky white ace of spades perianth with a flared cup. A broad band of red with yellow in the Throat, very eye-catching.

**Hollow Bridge** (L) 3y-o (R McCaw) early / mid £ 7.50
A tremendous flower with a smooth cream to light yellow perianth. The well formed disc shaped cup is in pale orange. Perfect poise on strong stems.

**Jammin** (L) 3w-yyyy (B.S.Duncan) mid £ 10.00
When seen grown in Ireland you realise this is up there with the best 3 w-y. Pure white rounded perianth. Deep lemon yellow cup with green in the base seen often in the irish boys stands to many wins to mention.

**Little Karoo** (L) 3y-o (B S Duncan) Late season £ 3.00
The deep yellow smooth perianth is broad and consists of 2 distinct triangles. The shallow bowl-shaped deep orange corona is neatly ribbed. Very useful for late shows.

**Liebeslied** (L) 3w-yyyy (R.E Havens) £ 3.00
Silky white perianth, the corona starts white and turns to a pink rim round the edge.

**Moon Shadow** (L) 3w-yyyy (C Postles) Mid £ 6.00
Probably the most consistent in its class and a must for the serious exhibitor. Has the size to go in any class (110mm +) and oozes quality.

**New Penny** (L) 3y-yyyy (W.G Pannill) Mid season £ 3.00
Nicely formed petite flower with a light yellow perianth and slightly darker bowl-shaped corona. Very good in its class; many USA wins Limited

**Orbital Pink** 3W-GWP (B. S. Duncan) Late £ 4.00
Broad perianth with bowl shaped corona with a broad band of pink at rim

**Pandemonium** (L) 3y-yyyy (B.S. Duncan) Late £ 4.00
Nice rounded flower with its bowl shaped corona in 3 shades. Finishing with a broad round run round the rim.

**Park Springs** (L) 3w-yyyy (Mrs J Abel Smith) Early £ 2.00
Outstanding; in a class of its own. Large white silky smooth perianth, white cup with neat bright yellow rim. Great show record. Limited
**Small Cup Daffodils cont.**

**Sabine Hay** *(L)*  
3o-r (D B Milne) Late season  
£ 2.00  
The very broad rounded light orange perianth has a striking red disc shaped corona. A very attractive and unusual flower for show or garden. Limited

**Samsara**  
3Y-YYR (Clive Postles) Mid  
£ 1.50  
Beautifully smooth yellow perianth with a neat corona which has a rim of red around the edge. Consistent shoe winner

**Silverwood** *(L)*  
3w-w (BS Duncan) Late  
£ 2.00  
The pure white rounded perianth has a white bowl-shaped corona which turns slightly yellow with maturity and a green eye. Many wins. Limited

**Solar System**  
3Y-R (B.S. Duncan) Late  
£ 2.00  
Round deep golden yellow perianth with bright orange red cup.

**Stanway** *(L)*  
3y-orr (Clive Postles) Late  
£ 1.00  
Sdlg x Pipe Major – Bright yellow perianth of good overlap and substance. The neat cup is a bright orange-red and very useful to add colour at late shows. Very good value.

**Suave** *(L)*  
3y-y (DT Throckmorton) Mid  
£ 2.00  
A strong and vigorous grower with a very large creamy yellow perianth and slightly deeper yellow corona. Rarely offered and now affordable.

**Tao** *(L)*  
3y-o (Jacksons Daffodils) Mid season  
£ 5.00  
A large rounded smooth perianth (102mm) in brilliant greenish yellow. The cup-shaped corona is a strong orange. A very classy exhibition flower and one of Jacksons best Div 3’s.

**Triple Crown** *(L)*  
3y-gyr (B Duncan) Mid  
£ 2.00  
A good rounded perianth in a clear yellow with overlap. Shallow bowl-shaped corona starts yellow and has a bright narrow red rim. AGM

**Truculent** *(L)*  
3w-wwy (Jacksons) Early/Mid  
£ 2.50  
A good sized flower from Australia with a pure white well overlapped perianth and a bowl-shaped white cup with a defined narrow yellow rim.

**Verona** *(L)*  
3w-w (J L Richardson) Late season  
£ 1.00  
Very smooth white petals of lovely texture and firm quality, the deep red corona in a striking contrast to the large white perianth.

**Virginia Waters** *(L)*  
3g-w-y (R. Scamp) mid  
£ 2.00  
Bred from Verona, good start to life. Pure white with bright yellow rim around the edge of the corona.

**Volcanic Rim**  
3W-GYP (B. S. Duncan) Mid  
£ 4.00  
Clear round white perianth with yellowing in the inside of cup, dark red-pink band around the edge of the corona.

**Woodland Star** *(L)*  
3w-r (Tom Bloomer) Mid  
£ 1.50  
Very smooth white petals of lovely texture and firm quality, the deep red corona in a striking contrast to the large white perianth.
Double Daffodils - Div 4

One flower to a stem, corona not more than one third the length of the perianth. Exhibition, pots or garden.

**Ballistic**  4-Y-O (J F McLennon) Mid  £ 6.00
Deep yellow perianth with several whorls with very strong segments in the centre.

**Coral Dance**  4w-p  (B S Duncan)  £ 3.00
New introduction in 2013 – Outstanding well rounded double of good size with plenty of whorls in sparkling white interspersed with reddish coral pink.

**Crackington**  4-Y-O (D A Wood) Mid  £ 1.50
Light Yellow perianth with light shades of orange in the centres.

**Crowndale**  4y-o  (F C Postles) mid season  £ 2.50
One of the best doubles and very eye-catching. Rich yellow perianth petals with bright orange corona segments. Top class colour and form make this an ideal alternative to Dorchester when yellow perianth is required.

**Dorchester**  4w-p  (B S Duncan) mid  £ 2.00
Regarded by many as the ‘must have’ double. A beautifully rounded clear white perianth. The pure pink short corona segments are tightly frilled. The No1 double for exhibition in 2014.

**Double Choice**  4w-y  (B.S. Duncan) mid  £ 15.00
Seedling No. 2581. Won major shows on its debut, best double at warwick 2013 and best seeding in show. One to watch out for. (Sibling to Greek Surprise)

**Gay Kybo**  4w-o  (Mrs H K Richardson) Mid/late  £ 1.50
The ivory white perianth petals are well interspersed with orange petaloids making a full bloom. Consistent winner for many years. A must for exhibitors The major backup for Dorchester and flowers a little later.

**Greek Surprise**  4w-y  (B.S. Duncan) Mid  £ 6.00
Similar to Double Choice, by no surprises as they a siblings. Another that grows with strong stems and perfect poise. Does very well on the show bench.

**John Daniel**  4y-y  (R A Scamp) mid season  £ 2.00
A very full double with an overall colour of a rich golden yellow interspersed with darker petaloids. Long lasting on stiff stems. Wins at all major shows.

**Kiwi Magic**  4w-y  (M Hamilton) mid  £ 4.00
Nearly all white but has creamy lemon whirls. Smooth white perianth.

**Paradigm**  4y-o  (B S Duncan) Mid  £ 3.00
Nicely rounded double of good size. Perianth is deep golden yellow. The interspersed shorter corona segments are in deep orange and frilled.

**Paramour**  4W-P  (B.S Duncan) Mid  £ 2.00
White with shade of pink in the perianth segments with apple blossom pink in the centres.

**Rongotti Gem**  New  4w-o  (Max Hamilton) Mid  £ 10.00
Something different, the white petaloids with the darker orange petaloids make this variety sparkle added bonus its lovely and smooth.

**Sherborne**  4y-y  (Lloyd/Blanchard) Mid  £ 2.00
An impressive well filled double. The yellow petals are interspersed with orange-yellow petaloids. Top quality exhibition flower. RHS AM (e)
AFFORDABLE EXHIBITION AND SHOW
please take advantage of our LARGE STOCKS ON OFFER

Ambon 4W-Y MID
10 for £6.00

Arkle 1Y-Y MID
10 for £6.00

Athol Palace 4W-Y MID
10 for £6.00

Cairn Gorm 2YYW-WYY MID
10 for £6.00

Cutless 3W-W MID
10 for £6.00

Desdemona 2W-W MID
10 for £6.00

Loth Lorien 3W-GYY MID
10 for £6.00

Lundy Light 2Y-R LATE
10 for £6.00

Midas Touch 1Y-Y MID
10 for £6.00

Ringtones 3Y-YYO EARLY
10 for £6.00

Skype 2W-P MID
10 for £6.00

Sophie’s Girl 2W-P MID
10 for £6.00
GARDEN DAFFS AT LOW PRICES
OFFER, they might not be available next year!!!

Audubon 2W-WWP MID 10 for £6.00
Avalon 2Y-W MID 10 for £6.00
Brindabella 4Y-Y EARLY 10 for £6.00

Fragrant Rose 2W-GPP MID 10 for £6.00
Heamoor 4Y-Y MID 10 for £6.00
High Society 2W-GWP MID 10 for £6.00

Misty Glen 2W-W MID 10 for £6.00
Pink Paradise 4W-P MID 10 for £6.00
Pipe Major 2Y-O LATE 10 for £6.00

Stainless 2W-W MID 10 for £6.00
Uncle Duncan 1Y-O MID 10 for £6.00
Unique 4W-Y MID 10 for £6.00

10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
10 for £6.00
AFFORDABLE EXHIBITION AND GARDEN DAFFS AT LOW PRICES
please take advantage of our LARGE STOCKS OFFER, they might not be available next year!!!

Bantam 2Y-YOO LATE
10 for £5.00

Diveristy 11A W-PPW MID
10 for £5.00

Ice Wings 5W-W MID
10 for £5.00

Jetfire 6Y-O EARLY
10 for £5.00

Jumblie 12Y-O EARLY
10 for £5.00

Kaydee 6W-P MID
10 for £5.00

Martinette 8Y-O EARLY
10 for £5.00

Peeping Tom 6Y-Y EARLY
10 for £5.00

Scarlet Tanager 2Y-R LATE
10 for £5.00

Sundisc 7Y-Y LATE
10 for £5.00

Tete Tete 12Y-Y EARLY
10 for £5.00

Wave 4W-Y MID
10 for £5.00
Triandrus Daffodils - Div 5

Multi-headed - 2-6 flowers on a stem and long lasting. Grow well in the garden or pots. Top exhibition flowers.

**Abbey Road**  5yw-ww (Karel van der Veek) Late  3 for £ 5.00
The best reverse bi-colour triandrus I have ever seen. Consistently produces 5 to 6 outstanding quality flowers per stem. Many show successes. Ht. 10in

**American Peace**  5Y-Y (R E Haves) Late  £ 3.00
The best reverse bi-colour triandrus I have ever seen. Consistently produces 5 to 6 outstanding quality flowers per stem. Many show successes. Ht. 10in

**Cantabury**  5Y-Y (R E Haves) Mid  £ 4.00
Generally up to 5 flowers per stem. Sibling to American Peace with a lighter corona.

**Chipper**  5y-y (M Fowlds) Mid  3 for £ 2.50
Outstanding. Has 2-3 attractive lemon-yellow flowers per stem. Well reflexed petals. Excellent for pots, rockery or garden and a top exhibition flower. Ht. 9in

**Collette**  5w-w (Carlos Van Der Veek) Mid  £ 1.50
Pure white with up to 4 to 5 flowers per stem. Won on its debut at Coughton Court (national show) (Check website for photo)

**Harmony Bells**  5y-y (G E Mitsch USA) Mid  3 for £ 4.50
2-3 clear yellow rounded flowers per stem nicely overlapped. Short bowl shaped cup in a darker tone. Good for garden or pots. Top show winner.

**Ice Wings (L)**  5w-w (C F Coleman) Mid  5 for £ 2.50
Superb multi-headed triandrus with 2-3 glistening white flowers per stem. Strong grower for pots or garden. Consistent show record. April. Ht. 9in

**Kathy A**  5Y-Y (B. S Duncan) Early  £ 4.00
2-3 flowers per stem. Lovely lemon yellow flower facing downwards.

**Miss Lizzy**  5 y-y (Karel van der Veek) Mid/Late  3 for £ 5.00
A truly outstanding new triandrus in a clear golden yellow. It consistently produces 5-6 flowers with beautifully shaped cups. Already top show winner.

**My Belle**  5 w-w (Karel van der Veek) Mid/Late  3 for £ 5.00
A triandrus in glistening white with beautifully arranged hanging flowers and well shaped cups. A graceful flower that has already won Best Bloom in Show

**Petrel (L)**  5w-w (G E Mitsch USA) Late  5 for £ 2.00
5-7 long lasting ivory-white hanging flowers per stem with a delightful green eye. Excellent for garden or rockery and good for late shows. April. 9in

**Ringing Bells**  5w-w (R. E Havens) Late  £ 2.00
Resembles its sibling “petrel” but is slightly larger with a sweet scented smell.

**Trieflyn**  5Y-Y (B S Duncan) Early  £ 4.00
1-3 flowers per stem, lemon yellow flowers facing downwards.

www.miniaturebulbs.co.uk
www.frankcharlton.co.uk
**Cyclamineus Daffodils - Div 6**

**Arrowhead** (L) 6 y-r (R & E Havens USA) Early 3 for £ 3.50
Well reflexed broad golden perianth with a rare deep orange-red well shaped corona. Quality dwarf growing flower for pots & rockery. RHS winner.

**Cotinga** (L) 6 w-p (G E Mitsch USA) Mid 5 for £ 3.00
Outstanding ivory white cyclamineus. Glowing apricot-pink corona with a deeper rim. Excellent for garden and consistent winner at RHS. Ht. 10in

**Delta Flight** 6 w-w (Brian Duncan) Early/Mid £ 2.00
Lilac Charm x Lavender Lass. Perianth glistening pure white with good overlap. Cylindrical cup opens pale lilac becoming white. Show winner. Limited

**Elizabeth Ann** 6w-gpp (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 2.50
Named after Brian’s wife Betty. Nice bowled shaped cyclamineus with a green eye and broad pink rim.

**Emcys** 6 w-w (J de Winter) Mid 3 for £ 3.00
Best all white cyclamineus with a pale greenish tinge. Naturally swept back perianth with a long tubular cup. Good pots & garden. RHS wins. Ht. 9in

**First Born** 6 yy-gyp (Dr John Reed USA) Mid 3 for £ 3.00
Outstandingly different cycl. with a well reflexed honey yellow perianth. The corona starts yellow with a rim of salmon pink. Ht. 10in Quality

**First Step** 6W-O (Dr. J.R. Reed) Late £ 3.00
White reflexing perianth with the corona different shades of lemon changing to orange around the edges.

**Foundling** 6 w-p (Carncairn) £ 2.00
Superb dwarf growing cycl. for pots or garden. Pure white reflexing perianth. Short cylindrical shaped corona in shades of pink. AM(e) AGM Limited

**Inca** (L) 6 y-wwy (G E Mitsch USA) Early 3 for £ 3.50
Reflexing yellow perianth with white halo and white tubular cup beautifully edged in vivid yellow. Pots or garden. Top show winner. Limited

**Kaffrey** 6Y-R (B S Duncan) Early-Mid £ 3.00
Lots of colour, slightly incurring with a bright orange perianth with lighter orange rim. Deep yellow perianth, striking colour

**Lemon Silk** (L) 6 yyw-w (R & E Havens USA) Early £ 1.50
Wonderful shades of pale lemon and creamy white. Good reflexed perianth and long straight cylindrical cup. Long lasting in pots or garden. Limited

**Lilac Charm** (L) 6 w-gpp (Brian Duncan) Mid £ 3.00
Stunning, graceful dwarf cycl. in glistening white tinged green at base with funnel shaped corona shading from greenish white to yellowish pink. Limited number available and sells out quickly RHS-Award of Merit.

**Mary Lou** 6w-w (B.S. Duncan) Mid £ 2.50
Pure white with the perfect reflexing perianth, the rim is evenly notched.

**Perky** (L) 6 w-y (G E Mitsch USA) Early £ 1.50
N.cyclamineus x. Wonderful flower in white with greenish tinge. The long narrow corona is vivid yellow. RHS winner AGM(e) Rarely available
Cyclamineus Daffodils cont.

**Phalarope** 6 w-y (G E Mitsch USA) Early / Mid £ 3.00
Resembles ‘Perky’ corona is long lemon yellow which is flared. Lovely swept back perianth.

**Rapture (L)** 6 y-y (G E Mitsch USA) Early 5 for £ 3.00
No.1 yellow cyclamineus. Has superb well reflexing perianth form with a classic trumpet cup. It’s got everything and withstands the weather well. Ideal for pots, garden and consistent show winner. AGM FC(e)

**Right Stuff** 6Y-O (Dr. J. R. Reed) Early £5.00
Buttercup yellow perianth with bright orange corona only 55m wide.

**Sugar Rose** 6 w-gwr (AJR Pearson) Early / Mid £2.00
Corona is cup shaped with narrow band of light yellow-green at base turning yellowish pink round the rim.

**Surfside (L)** 6 w-y (G E Mitsch USA) Early 5 for £ 3.00
x N.cyclamineus Sparkling milk-white well reflexed smooth perianth. The cylindrical cup is soft lemon, ages to ivory white. Garden, pot, show AGM

**Swift Arrow (L)** re-intro 6 y-y (G E Mitsch USA) Early £2.50
A top class exhibition flower from the USA. Not common but always in the cards when shown. A clear deep yellow and strongly reflexed. AGM

**The Foxtrott (L)** 6 w-p (Jan de Winter) £ 3.00
An outstanding cyclamineus introduced in 2012. Seedling from Cotinga combining all the parents positive attributes. A show winner at the highest level.

**Tracey (L)** 6 w-w (Miss M Verry NZ) Late 3 for £ 3.00
Classic well reflexed milk white cyclamineus which opens pale lemon. Long tubular corona with notched rim. Pots, garden & show. Ht.10in AGM

**Trena (L)** 6 w-y (Miss M Verry NZ) Mid 3 for £ 2.50
Glistening white reflexed perianth & well shaped golden cup. A stunning contrast. Strong grower in garden or pots. Top show winner. RHS AGM

**Utiku** 6 y-y (Max Hamilton) Early / Mid £ 2.00
Strong grower with a lovely shade of yellow turning darker in the corona.

**Velocity (L)** 6 y-r (R & E Havens US) Early 3 for £ 3.50
A classically shaped cyclamineus. The perianth is well reflexed and is in bright yellow orange tones. The tubular corona is vibrant orange/red. Ideal for pots, garden and is already a top exhibition flower. Late March Ht.10in

**Warbler (L)** 6 y-y (G E Mitsch USA) Early 5 for £ 2.50
N.cyclamineus x. Has very smooth deep yellow well reflexed perianths with an eye-catching long flared corona which is neatly flared at the rim. Classic cyclamineus form. A winner for pots, garden & Exhibition. March 9in

**Waynes World** 6Y-O (Dr. J. R. Reed) Mid £8.00
Already established as one of the best in its class, now being grown in Europe. Deep golden yellow perianth are nicely reflexed. The long smooth orange corona is lightly ribbed with an attractive neat mouth
Jonquilla Daffodils - Div 7

Multi-headed flower stems. Strong growers. Sweetly scented and ideal for garden, pots or Exhibition

**An Goff**
7w-gyo (R.A. Scamp) Late £ 1.50
Up to three flowers per stem, sunproof, sweetly scented with neat round orange corona.

**Curlylocks**
7 y-y (R.C. Waterous) Mid £ 4.00
Light yellow perianth with a darker yellow cup quite similar to Bobbysoxer.

**Dainty Miss**
7 w-gww x N.watieri (G.E Misch) 3 for £ 4.50
Glistening white perianth and very shallow bowl-shaped cup. Resembles a larger N.Xit. Wister award 2006. Top Div 7 show winner. Apl 12in Limited

**Desert Bells**
7w-y (G.E Misch USA) late £ 1.50
Quality flowers with 2-3 per stem. Perianth opens pale yellow turning white whilst retaining a cream cup. Good pots or garden. Show winner. April

**Kokopelli**
7-y (R Spotts USA) mid 5 for £ 3.00
Outstanding with 3-4 rounded bright yellow flowers with deeper yellow cups per stem. Excellent for garden. Top show winner. Very popular. Apl 10in

**Limequilla**
7w-w (R. E. Havens) £ 3.00
Two or three flowers per stem, corona opens light yellow at maturity turns creamy white.

**Peach Delight**
7w-wpp (J. E. Frey) Late £ 2.50
Sweetly scented, one or two flowers per stem funnel shaped corona.

**Road Runner**
7YYW-YWW (B S Duncan) Late £ 4.00
Named by Brian because of its rapid increase in bulbs. Plenty of different contrast of colour, very fragrant

**Silver Dollar** (L)
7w-w (B.S. Duncan) mid £ 5.00
A pure silver white jonquilla, bred by Brian Duncan. Good show flower. (Check website for photo)

**Tender Moment** (L)
7w-gyp (J&E Frey) mid £ 2.50
Broad ovate white perianth with neat cup-shaped corona shading from green through yellow to a wide band of pink at rim. 2-3 flowers per stem.

**Treble Two**
7Y-GYY (R A Scamp) Late £ 2.50
Golden yellow with up to three large flowers per stem

**Trelissick** (L)
7y-gyy (R Scamp) £ 1.50
2 flowers per stem of good smooth substance in a mid yellow. A strong grower and good for the garden and pots. April flowering.

**Wink O’Green**
7w-gyw (B.S. Duncan) Mid £5.00
The green eye really sets this flower off with its very neat pale lemon cup shaped corona. Each stem as normally 3 flowers.

www.miniaturebulbs.co.uk
www.frankcharlton.co.uk
Tazetta Daffodils - Div 8

**Avalanche** (L) 8w-y early / mid 3 for £3.00
An outstanding tazetta. 10-20 flowers per stem in glistening white and well formed clear yellow cups. Highly fragrant. Show, garden or pots. AGM

**Avalanche of Gold** (L) 8y-y (WR Welsh) 3 for £3.00
8-15 flowers per stem with light yellow perianths. The cup-shaped coronas are mid-yellow with a straight mouth. Early. Scented AGM. Limited

**Castanets** 8y-o (W.G. Pannil) Mid 3 for £5.00
Up to 8 flowers per stem. Strong orange corona set upon the deep golden yellow perianth “Stunning”.

**Fencourt Jewel** 8w-p (Wilfrid Hall) (NZ) Mid £6.00
3 to 5 Beautiful creamy white flowers with rose pink cups make a lovely contrast.

**Grand Monarque** 8w-y Mid £2.00
Lots of small flowers sometimes at least 15 in lovely shades of lemon yellow cups.

**Highfield Beauty** 8y-yyo (H.R. Mott) (Aus) Mid £1.50
3 to 4 flower with a large yellow corona with a small band of orange.

**Laurens Koster** (L) 8w-y 5 for £3.00
4-5 broad rounded flowers per stem with creamy white perianths and bright orange-yellow shallow coronas. Highly scented. Early flowering. Ht.12in

**Motmot** (L) 8y-r (G E Mitsch USA) late 3 for £3.00
Up to 6 or more flowers per stem. Rich yellow perianths with ruffled bright orange-red cups. Very fragrant. Show winner Limited

---

Now exporting to the

**U.S.A.**

1-30 Bulbs $57.45
31-60 Bulbs $86.90

Orders MUST be received by the 31st July
any larger orders please contact for prices

This will include authorisation import fee plus postage and packaging to America
Poeticus Daffodils - Div 9

The poeticus family are the last group of daffodils to flower. They have a beauty of their own and are highly scented. The white perianths set off the green eyes and red rims.

**N. Angel Eyes** (L) 9w-gyo **G E Mitsch** £ 1.50
Well rounded perianth in glistening white. Small disc-shaped cup with very bright green base and neatly edged in reddish orange. Early May Rare

**Blisland** 9w-yyr (R. Scamp) late £ 2.00
Sweetly scented, pure white with a red rim around the disc shaped corona.

**Cantabile** 9w-gyr (Guy L. Wilson) late £ 2.00
Large green eye with a deep brick red rim.

**Cargreen** 9W-GYR (B S Duncan) Late £ 1.00
Very round poeticus flower deep red, band of red around the edges of the corona.

**Clovelly Ayr** 9w-gyr (R.A. Scamp) late £ 2.00
Scented, yellow with a green eye and band of orange leading the red around disc shaped corona.

**Cockers Frome** 9W-GYR (R S Scamp) Late £ 1.50
Strong grower, sweet fragrance

**N. Felindre** (L) 9w-gyr late flowering 3 for £ 3.00
May flowering with the ‘poets’. Disc-shaped corona in yellow shading to green with crimson band at rim. Lovely green eye. pre-1930 Naturalises

**N. Green Pearl** 3 w-gww 3 for £ 3.00
An outstanding poeticus type without a red rim. Glistening pure white with an incredible deep green eye. Very eye-catching. May. Ht.12in

**N. Pantomime** (L) 9w-yyr mid / late 3 for £ 4.50
A rounded pure white overlapping perianth is set off by a bright yellow disc-shaped corona lightly rimmed in red. Rarely seen.

**Penjerrick** 9w-gyr (R.A. Scamp) late £ 1.00
The perianth reflexes showing its lovely yellow centre and red rim.

**Poeticus Hellenicus** Mid £ 2.50
Classic poeticus colours shown in 2015 in the wives winning championship stand for nine miniatures at coughton court highly recomended by lots of admirers.

**N. Poeticus Radiiflorus** 3 for £ 4.50
A typical wild poeticus with a windmill shaped pure white perianth and a bright yellow centre narrowly edged in red. Flowers late April – May Ht8in

**N. Poeticus Recurvus** Pheasants Eye. The traditional late flowering poeticus known and loved by most keen gardeners. One of the last daffodils to flower in mid May. Naturalises very well and ideal for cottage type gardens, borders, wild areas.
Intermediate Daffodils
This daffodil range, as the word intermediate indicates, are of medium height and the flowers are mid sized between miniature and large. Ideal for pots or gardens.

Birthday Girl (L) 2 w-gww mid (B. Duncan) £ 2.00
A superb sparkling white intermediate bred by Brian Duncan. It has a wonderful green eye. Ideal for the garden, pots and show winner. Limited

Bonney Choice 3w.yyr (C.V.D. Veek) mid £ 5.00
The picture gives the name away. It wins include best seedling at Wisley RHS The daffodil society 2014. Very smooth and (Bonney) now very affordable.

Brook Ager 2 w-p (S.Dubose) mid £ 2.00
Top quality flower deep rose pink corona. Perianth brilliant white with perfect petal lay plus smooth.

Commodore Perry 1W-GPP (Dr J R Reed) Early/Mid £ 8.00
Many wins in the USA. Sparkling white perianth, the cylindrical corona is a lovely mid pink and sun proof

Coral Spring (L) 2 w-wwp (G E Mitch) late £ 2.50
Daff Soc & ADS Intermediate. A sparkling white well overlapped perianth. The cup-shaped corona is slightly ruffled with a coral pink rim.

Gold Pipe 1Y-Y (B S Duncan) Mid £ 8.00
Not the largest but probably the smoothest. Perfect pose and form, winner in its class.

Interlace 2W-P (B S Duncan) Mid £ 5.00
Blossom pink describes the corona with white/pink perianth totally sun proof

Little Dorr 4-W-P (B S Duncan) Mid-Late £ 3.00
Smaller version of the famous division 4 Dorchester

Little Tyke 1-Y-Y (D Jackson) Early-Mid £ 4.00
Beautifully formed with great pose, smooth vivid yellow flower

My Sweetheart 3W-YYR (Dr J R Reed) Mid-Late £ 5.00
Pure white perianth with intense red rim. Looks a winner

Rimskii (L) 2w-ywp (Brian Duncan) mid £ 2.00
Very interesting intermediate raised by Brian Duncan. A milk white perianth and very neat cup rimmed in apple blossom pink. Pots, garden & Exhibition.

Solera 2YW-YPB (B S Duncan) Mid £ 3.00
Lovely smooth honey yellow perianth with smooth cylindrical pink corona

Tamar Fire (L) 3l y-r (Hellen K. Richardson) mid £ 4.00
Light yellow perianth which makes the red whirls of petals stand out.
Split Corona Daffodils - Div 11a

Interesting type of daffodil where the corona has split sections. Grow well in the garden or pots and some are also excellent show flowers.

**Bosbigal**
11a y-o (R.Scamp) £ 1.50
Rich yellow with orange split corona.

**Boscoppa**
11A-Y-O (R S Scamp) Mid £ 1.00
Light yellow perianth with golden orange corona.

**Boslowick**
11a y-o (R.S. Scamp) £ 2.50
Lovely smooth and flat perianth with deep orange corona spreading and nearly covering the perianth.

**Crugmeer**
11a Y-O (R S Scamp) Mid-Late £ 1.00
Another smooth yellow perianth with orange colour.

**Drama Queen**
11AW-YYP (B S Duncan) Mid £ 4.00
Lovely ace of spades flower with array of colour. Very attractive

**Good Success**
11a w-o (June Pesterfield) Mid £ 3.00
Nice smooth upright with excellent pose evenly coloured orange corona.

**Maria Pia**
11AY-R (B S Duncan) Early-Mid £ 3.00
Very deep yellow perianth with deep orange corona. Top show flower

**Marion Pearce**
11AY-R (Reg Nicholls) Mid £ 4.00
Smooth with outstanding colours. Many wins to mention but best vase of split coronas at the daffodil national at Caughston Court

**Menehay**
11AY-O (R S Scamp) Mid-Late £ 1.00
Very smooth deep yellow perianth with a smooth orange corona.

**Minnowlett**
11AY-Y (June Pesterfield) Mid £ 1.00
Small split corona in dwarf form, grows nicely in pots. 10” tall

**Pink Polynomial**
11a w-o (Heavens) Mid £ 1.50
Smashing colour in the corona, deep rose pink on a smooth clear white perianth.

**Sarah Markillie**
11AY-R (R S Scamp) Mid £ 1.00
Light lemon yellow perianth and more of and orange red corona

**Saxby**
11a y-o (Reg Nicholl) Mid £ 3.00
Lovely stricking colours of deep yellow with a big broad orange corona, spreading evenly over the perianth.

**Trigonometry (L)**
New 11a w-p (Mitsch) mid £ 2.00
A top class 11a flower with a perianth in sparkling white and of good size & substance. The split segments are an attractive soft pink. Sunproof. AGM

www.miniaturebulbs.co.uk
www.frankcharlton.co.uk
TERMS OF BUSINESS

We do not export outside the EU.

Orders for spring bulbs are accepted at our sole discretion from April until October and are offered subject to a satisfactory crop and availability. Minimum order is £15 plus p&p, and can be placed at any time during this period. Full payment, in Sterling or Euros, is normally required with the order. When an order is placed and paid for on our website, credit/debit card payments are made through PAYPAL – an independent and secure card payment provider - and claimed immediately. No card details are held on our website. When confirmation of an order is received, this is to indicate that we have received your order. It does not indicate that a contract exists between us. Personal details are not disclosed to third parties other than when order details are processed as part of the order fulfillment. Orders are collated and dispatched by us. We only keep a record of your name, address and email to acknowledge your order, provide news and updates. Details are removed if requested.

We commence dispatching spring bulbs, in strict rotation, in September and aim to have them with all customers by the end of October. They are normally sent by First Class post, Parcel Force or Carrier. UK mainland orders for dwarf bulbs weighing up to 2kg pay a £6.00 p&p charge. Orders which include any large bulbs (marked L) or weigh over 2kg are charged at £12.00 p&p up to 25kg and any additional weight or box is charged at cost. Postage by airmail to other EU countries is charged at £12.00 up to 1kg and then at cost. All p&p costs are required before dispatch. Bulbs can also be collected by arrangement from some shows including Harrogate Autumn Show and if p&p has been paid extra bulbs will be included.

The bulbs are propagated within the EU and will be in good condition at the time of dispatch. Stocks of some bulbs are limited. We always try to send what you ordered, but reserve the right to send substitutes unless otherwise instructed. However, we will endeavour to provide a bulb(s) of the same quality and price or better. Since customer’s growing methods and conditions are beyond our control, we cannot give an expressed or implied warranty on the performance of the bulbs.

If you are not satisfied with any part of your order and advise us within 14 days of receipt, we will refund the bulb cost or provide replacement bulbs if possible. No liability will be accepted after 14 days as we cannot be responsible for a customer’s storage method or cultural conditions. Your rights to return goods are protected under the EU Distance Selling Directive which can be found at http://www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2000/20002334.htm.

Large sized bulbs for p&p are marked (L)

For the full terms and conditions visit www.miniaturebulbs.co.uk

If you are interested in exhibiting daffodils why not consider joining the Daffodil Society.

Contact: Membership Secretary. Keith Boxall
13 Astor Crescent, Ludgershall, Andover, Hants. SP11 9RG

Tel: 01264 790745 e-mail: keithboxall@btinternet.com
2017 Order Form  Bulbs dispatched from Sept

**Miniature & Choice Bulbs**
3 Ashleigh Gardens  
Cleadon  
South Tyneside  
SR6 7QA  
Tel: 0191 5363599 / 07881560516

For exporting to America, 1-30 bulbs - $57.45, 31-60 bulbs - $86.90  
any larger orders please contact for prices.

This will include authorisation import fee plus postage and packaging to America.

**Send To:** *(Block capitals please)*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Code:</th>
<th>Tel No:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Please complete for offers)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty Req</th>
<th>Name of Variety</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UK p&p for all dwarf bulbs up to 2kg  
**7 50**  

or UK p&p for orders over 2kg or include any Large Bulbs *(marked L)*  
**12 00**  

carried forward or  
TOTAL  
**£**

Please make a cheque payable to F. CHARLTON for the total amount inc p&p.